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Unique, modern and chic structure free seating,
manufactured to the highest quality standards in the
industry.
Modern Bean Bag’s integrated design, manufacturing and quality control process is singularly focused on
providing the most innovative series of styles in the industry.The structure free seating styles you will find
through Modern Bean Bag can transform any indoor or outdoor space into something truly special.
In addition to a core team of experienced furniture industry professionals, Modern Bean Bag also relies on
fashion industry design experience to ensure that its furniture designs are leading edge styles that can be
incorporated into high end interior designs as core feature pieces or as eclectic complementary additions to
any room.
Our bean bag chair designs are as original as you are with a variety of colors, styles and fabrics to choose from.
All of our pieces are designed to the highest safety standards; the zipper on each of our Bean Bags come with a
locked zipper pull. Our chairs are also easy to clean as well….all you need is a damp cloth!
Each Bean Bag chair comes with virgin polystyrene beads that are 100% Canadian made so you can expect high
performance specifications and Canadian standards.
Whether you sink into one of our chairs today and enjoy the tranquility and comfort it offers as it molds to
your body, or if you simply admire the piece from across the room; you’ll see why Modern Bean Bag has set a
new industry standard in structure free seating.

All Chairs are Double Stitched
for Added Durability
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All Zippers are Lead-Free and
Child Safe

The Pear - Bean Bag Chair

You will sink right into this beautifully shaped bean bag chair. We call this one The Pear. A great size at 36"
x 42". Easily wipe down this fabric with a damp cloth. Each bean bag is filled to perfection with lightweight
foam beads. The filling is magic as it allows the bean bag to mold to your body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs
come with the innovative safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to small children as well as an inside liner
for your chair for extra durability. All of our fabrics we use are top of the line!

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Black

MBB771AB

MBB771AW

MBB771AG

Black Faux
Leather

White Faux
Leather

Gray Suede
(Polyester)

White

Gray
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Posh - Bean Bag Chair

You have now found luxury at its finest! Nothing can beat this beautiful and super comfy fur next to your
skin. This fabric feels exactly like sheep skin next to your skin. This chair fits nicely into any room. A great
size for anyone at 32" x 32" x 40". Each bean bag is filled to perfection with lightweight foam beads. The
filling is magic as it allows the bean bag to mold to your body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs come with the
innovative safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to small children as well as an inside liner for your chair
for extra durability. All of our fabrics we use are top of the line! The Posh is made of faux fur.

AVAILABLE IN
THESE COLORS

Brown

MBB1986B

Brown Faux Fur
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MBB1986C

Cream Faux Fur

Cream

The Chillaxer Bean Bag Chair
This is the lounger of all loungers! This bean
bag lounger makes it perfect for relaxing or
snoozing. Just the right size at 47" x 24" x
26". Easily wipe down this fabric with a damp
cloth. Each bean bag is filled to perfection
with lightweight foam beads. The filling is
magic as it allows the bean bag to mold to
your body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs come
with the innovative safety zipper pull which
is inaccessible to small children as well as an
inside liner for your chair for extra durability.
All of our fabrics we use are top of the line!

MBB1112W

White Faux Leather

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

White

Gray

MBB1112G

Gray Suede (Polyester)
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MBB1339LG

Gray Cotton/Polyester
MBB1339O

Orange Faux Leather

Quicksand Bean Bag Chair
This bean bag chair represents sheer
comfort. This chair will wrap itself around
you. Perfect support for any sitting position.
The texture and richness to this fabric
makes it a standout piece! A nice large size
at 36" x 37" x 36". Easily wipe down this
fabric with a damp cloth. Each bean bag is
filled to perfection with lightweight foam
beads. The filling is magic as it allows the
bean bag to mold to your body. All of our
Bean Bag Chairs come with the innovative
safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to
small children as well as an inside liner for
your chair for extra durability. All of our
fabrics we use are top of the line!
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MBB1339L

Brown Cotton /Polyester

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Orange

Brown

Gray

The Big Pear Bean Bag Chair

We call this The Big Pear. Comfort at its best! A nice
oversize bean bag at at 40" x 42". Easily wipe down
this fabric with a damp cloth. Each bean bag is filled
to perfection with lightweight foam beads. The filling
is magic as it allows the bean bag to mold to your
body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs come with the
innovative safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to
small children as well as an inside liner for your
chair for extra durability. All of our fabrics we use
are top of the line!
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MBB1983B

MBB1983G

Brown Faux Leather

Gray Suede (Polyester)

MBB1983L

MBB1983R

Red Suede (Polyester)

Brown Cotton/Polyester

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Red
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Brown

Gray

The Chameleon - Bean Bag Chair

This bean bag chair is full of versatility! Sculpt it into an arm chair, flat, teardrop, or simply lay back in it. This
beautiful earthy brown/grey weave is top of the line. The perfect large, large size at 70" x 55" x 10". Each
bean bag is filled to perfection with lightweight foam beads. The filling is magic as it allows the bean bag to
mold to your body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs come with the innovative safety zipper pull which is
inaccessible to small children as well as an inside liner for your chair for extra durability. All of our fabrics
we use are top of the line! The Chameleon is made of a polyester/cotton blend. A thick weave for a strong
hold.

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Brown

MBB770
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Soccerstar - Bean Bag Chair
The perfect gift for that soccer lover in the family! This Bean
Bag offers complete comfort and support! The perfect size for
any kid at 30" x 27". Easily wipe down this fabric with a damp
cloth. Each beanbag is filled to perfection with lightweight foam
beans. The filling is magic as it allows the beanbag to mold to
your body. All of our bean bag chairs come with the innovative
safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to small children. All of
the fabrics we use are top of the line! Faux Leather. Water
Resistant.

MBB776A

Black/White Faux Leather
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Mini Me Pod Bean Bag Chair

Oh so Velvety Smooth! Pure comfort for your kid!
The right size for any toddler or small child at 28" x
26" x 26". Each beanbag is filled to perfection with
lightweight foam beans. The filling is magic as it
allows the beanbag to mold to your body. All of our
bean bag chairs come with the innovative safety
zipper pull which is inaccessible to small children. All
of the fabrics we use are top of the line! 100%
Polyester with natural stretch

ALSO AVAILABLE IN MEMORY FOAM
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MBB918LP

Light Purple Velvet
(Polyester)

MBB918P

MBB918O

Orange Velvet
(Polyester)

Pink Velvet (Polyester)

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Light
Purple

MBB918RB2

Royal Blue
Velvet (Polyester)
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Pink

Orange

Royal
Blue

Purple

Black

MBB918PF

MBB918B

Purple Faux Leather

Black Velvet (Polyester)

The Pod - Bean
Bag Chair

This structured bean bag chair is a must have! Just
the perfect size at 35" x 35" x 30". Easily wipe down
this fabric with a damp cloth. Each bean bag is filled
to perfection with lightweight foam beads. The filling
is magic as it allows the bean bag to mold to your
body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs come with the
innovative safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to
small children as well as an inside liner for your
chair for extra durability. All of our fabrics we use
are top of the line!
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MBB918RB

Brown Polyester

MBB918RGC

Green Camo
Cotton/Polyester
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MBB918RBL

MBB918RLC

Black Polyester

Light Camo
Cotton/Polyester

MBB918RT

MBB918RR

Tan Microfiber
Leather

Red Microfiber
Leather

MBB918RPA

MBB918RBF

Butterfly Multi-Color
Cotton

MBB918RG

Cotton/Polyester
with Spandex

Gray Polyester

MBB918RRR

MBB918RP

MBB918RJ

Blue Denim

Red Polyester

Purple Polyester

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Brown

Black

Light
Camo

Green
Camo

Tan

Red

Butterfly Aztec

Gray

Purple

Red

Jean
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MBB2987B

Black Polyester

The Giant PodBean Bag Chair
This bean bag chair represents the ultimate
in comfort. Perfect for any adult! This chair
will wrap itself around you. This structured
chair is perfect for support. This is the
perfect accent color for any room. A nice
large size at 44" x 44" x 39". Easily wipe
down this fabric with a damp cloth. Each
bean bag is filled to perfection with
lightweight foam beads. The filling is magic as
it allows the bean bag to mold to your body.
All of our Bean Bag Chairs come with the
innovative safety zipper pull which is
inaccessible to small children. All of our
fabrics we use are top of the line!
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MBB2987BR

Brown Polyester

MBB2987W

White Faux Leather
AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

MBB2987G

Gray Microfiber Leather
Black

Brown

White

Gray
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MBB2987B2

Black Microfiber Leather

MBB2987G2

Gray Suede (Polyester)

The Giant Pod
Set
Bean Bag Chair
The perfect set! This bean bag chair set
represents the ultimate in comfort.
Perfect for any adult! This chair will wrap
itself around you. This structured chair is
perfect for support. This is the perfect
accent color for any room. A nice large
size at 44" x 44" x 39". Easily wipe down
this fabric with a damp cloth. Each bean
bag is filled to perfection with lightweight
foam beads. The filling is magic as it
allows the bean bag to mold to your
body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs come
with the innovative safety zipper pull
which is inaccessible to small children. All
of our fabrics we use are top of the line!

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS
MBB2987LB2

Brown Cotton/Polyester
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Black

Gray

Brown

The Slacker - Bean Bag Chair

Sprawl out in this awesome lounger! This bean bag lounger makes it perfect for relaxing or snoozing. The
texture and feel to this suede fabric is sheer bliss! Just the right size at 48" x 24" x 26". Easily wipe down
this fabric with a damp cloth. Each bean bag is filled to perfection with lightweight foam beads. The filling is
magic as it allows the bean bag to mold to your body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs come with the innovative
safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to small children as well as an inside liner for your chair for extra
durability. All of our fabrics we use are top of the line!

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Gray

MBB2757G

ALSO AVAILABLE IN MEMORY FOAM

Gray Suede (Polyester)
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Zen - Bean Bag
Chair
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The perfect lounger set for your home or office!
Great for a little snooze at the office (sshhh we
won't tell anyone) or a perfect look in your living
room. A perfect size at 40" x 32" x 26" for the
lounger and 26” x 24” x 14” for the foot stool.
Easily wipe down this fabric with a damp cloth. Each
bean bag is filled to perfection with lightweight foam
beads. The filling is magic as it allows the bean bag to
mold to your body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs come
with the innovative safety zipper pull which is
inaccessible to small children as well as an inside
liner for your chair for extra durability. All of our
fabrics we use are top of the line!

MBB1066W
MBB1066B

Black Faux Leather

White Faux Leather

ALSO AVAILABLE IN MEMORY FOAM

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Black

White

Brown

MBB1066LB

Brown Cotton/Polyester
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The Travel Buddy This is a must have multi purpose accessory for anyone! This pillow can be used to hold your tablet or
smartphone for the best viewing angle while you are lounging or flying and doubles as the most
comfortable pillow! Multiple ways to position it. The perfect travel companion or to use at home! Easily
wipe down this fabric with a damp cloth. Each bean bag is filled to perfection with lightweight foam beads.
All of our fabrics we use are top of the line! The fabric is a polyester/cotton blend

MBB2988BR
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MBB2988P

MBB2988B

MBB2988G

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Brown

Purple

Gray

Camo

Black

MBB2988CA
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Modern Bean Bag’s Memory Foam Line of Chairs

THE PEAR

MBB771AG

Gray Suede (Polyester)

MBBBB505R

Red Suede (Polyester)
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You will sink right into this beautifully
shaped bean bag chair. We call this one The
Pear. The texture and feel to this suede
fabric is sheer bliss! A great size at 28 x 28
x 44 inches. Easily wipe down this fabric
with a damp cloth. Each bean bag is filled to
perfection with shredded memory foam.
The filling is magic as it allows the bean bag
to mold to your body. All of our Bean Bag
Chairs come with the innovative safety
zipper pull which is inaccessible to small
children as well as an inside liner for your
chair for extra durability. All of our fabrics
we use are top of the line! The Pear is
made with suede fabric (Polyester)

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS
Gray

Red

THE
CONTENDER

Looking for some back support and some comfort?
Look no further. We call this one The Contender. A
great size at 30(W) x 31(L) x 28(H) inches. Easily wipe
down this fabric with a damp cloth. Each bean bag is
filled to perfection with shredded memory foam. The
filling is magic as it allows the bean bag to mold to
your body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs come with the
innovative safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to
small children as well as an inside liner for your chair
for extra durability. All of our fabrics we use are top of
the line! The Contender is made with a
Cotton/Polyester blend.

AVAILABLE IN
THESE COLORS

Sand

MBBBB511B

Brown

MBBBB511S
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EVOLUTION

The perfect chair to add a chic look AND comfort
to your living room! Gone are the days of ugly bean
bag chairs. Our Evolution chair brings some style to
your home! The texture and feel to this suede fabric
is sheer bliss! A great size at 36 x 32 x 32 inches.
Easily wipe down this fabric with a damp cloth. Each
bean bag is filled to perfection with shredded
memory foam. The filling is magic as it allows the
bean bag to mold to your body. All of our Bean Bag
Chairs come with the innovative safety zipper pull
which is inaccessible to small children as well as an
inside liner for your chair for extra durability. All of
our fabrics we use are top of the line! Evolution is
made with suede fabric (Polyester)

MBBBB256G

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS:

26
32

MBBBB256B

Gray

Brown

THE SINKER
Curl up on this one with a book or catch some Netflix! Nothing but comfort here! The texture and feel to
this suede fabric is sheer bliss! A perfect size at 52 x 30 inches for the lounger and 22 x 18 inches for the
foot stool. Easily wipe down this fabric with a damp cloth. Each bean bag is filled to perfection with
shredded memory foam. The filling is magic as it allows the bean bag to mold to your body. All of our Bean
Bag Chairs come with the innovative safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to small children as well as an
inside liner for your chair for extra durability. All of our fabrics we use are top of the line! The Sinker is
made with suede fabric (Polyester)

MBB5FTG

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS:

Gray
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THE CONVERTER
Need a comfy chair that turns into a comfy bed! We have it! Perfect if you are looking for extra space (or
have a guest over). The texture and feel to this suede fabric is sheer bliss! A perfect size at 46 x 26 inches
for the chair and 48 x 60 inches for the bed. Easily wipe down this fabric with a damp cloth. Each bean bag
is filled to perfection with shredded memory foam. The filling is magic as it allows the bean bag to mold to
your body. All of our Bean Bag Chairs come with the innovative safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to
small children as well as an inside liner for your chair for extra durability. All of our fabrics we use are top
of the line! The Converter is made with corduroy fabric (Cotton)

MBBBB111B

AVAILABLE IN
THESE COLORS

Gray

MBBBB111G
28

Brown

This Chair Converts to a Mattress

Posh - Bean Bag
Chair
MBB1986CF

Cream Faux Fur

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Cream

You have now found luxury at its finest!
Nothing can beat this beautiful and super
comfy fur next to your skin. This fabric feels
exactly like sheep skin next to your skin. This
chair fits nicely into any room. A great size
for anyone at 32" x 32" x 40". Each bean bag
is filled to perfection with lightweight foam
beads. The filling is magic as it allows the
bean bag to mold to your body. All of our
Bean Bag Chairs come with the innovative
safety zipper pull which is inaccessible to
small children as well as an inside liner for
your chair for extra durability. All of our
fabrics we use are top of the line! The Posh
is made of faux fur.
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Waterproof Outdoor Patio Sets
Relax into these multi-use chairs! You can enjoy sitting upright in this chair or stretch out in style!
Perfect for outdoors! Dimension as lounger: 63”x 27”x 20”. Dimension as a chair: 33”x27”x31 . Each
beanbag is filled to perfection with lightweight foam beans. The filling is magic as it allows the beanbag
to mold to your body. Polyester with PVC Coating. Waterproof. Great for Outdoors!

Patio Sets available as: 5 Piece set (4 Chairs and 1 Ottoman)
3 Piece Set (2 Chairs and 1 Ottoman)

MBB1060CH2

MBB1060NO2

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS
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MBB1060NO4

MBB1060CH4

MBB1060TH2

The Hamptons

MBB1060TH4

Chic

Noir

The Nautical Lounger

Patio Set available as: 3 piece set (2 Chairs and 1 Ottoman)
or as a single chair.

Relax into these multi-use chairs! You can enjoy sitting upright in this chair or stretch out in style! Perfect
for outdoors! Dimension as lounger: 63”x 27”x 20”. Dimension as a chair: 33”x27”x31” Each beanbag is
filled to perfection with lightweight foam beans. The filling is magic as it allows the beanbag to mold to your
body. Polyester with PVC Coating. Waterproof. Great for Outdoors!

MBB1060NA
MBB1060NA2

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

Nautical
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